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Church End, Somerton OX25 6NB

Figure 1 Church End. (Photograph: Images of England Listed building 422190 )

Introduction
The Oxfordshire Buildings Record are grateful to the owners, Basil and Alison Eastwood,
for allowing us access to this property for the purposes of compiling this report as a
contribution to the better understanding of Oxfordshire‟s buildings. A recording team
comprising Paul Clark and John Hine assisted by Basil Eastwood, Alice Bowmaker and
Rosemary Arnold spent about 6 hours there on 4th May 2011.
The objectives of the survey were to understand the dates and phases of the building.
We made a detailed visual inspection of the building. Photographs were taken of
significant features. A limited number of historical sources were consulted. Copies of
Ordnance Survey maps at 1:2500, 1st edition 1881, 1900, and 1922 were obtained from
Historic Digimap.
Under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, the OBR retains the copyright to
this document.
Location
Church End is located close to the centre of Somerton at NGR SP 4974 2862 and stands
on the south side of Church Street within a terrace of three cottages. Church End
comprises the two most westerly cottages, now occupied as one, adjacent to the medieval
church of St. James. It sits parallel to the street with its main entrance directly from the
public pavement. To the west a farm track separates the cottage from the churchyard. To
the south a rear yard, now covered by a recent extension, separates the cottage from a
small agricultural building.
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Figure 2
Extract Ordnance Survey
1:2500 County Series
28016061 1st Edition 1881
© Crown Copyright and
Landmark Information Group
Limited, 2011. All rights
Reserved
Church End within marked
circle

Description
Church End is a two-storey dwelling built of limestone rubble under grey slate roofs.
Until the 1980s the dwelling comprised two cottages, previously described as numbers 2
and 3 Church Street1 and two doors, one relating to each cottage, remain on the front
(north) elevation. The present structure comprises an east-west main range parallel to the
street, a rear range extending from the south west corner parallel to the adjacent farm
track. A new extension to the south of the main range incorporates the earlier courtyard
and agricultural building. The site is generally level although Church Street slopes gently
down to the west.
The main range
comprises four
bays, bays 1 to 4
and the rear
range two bays,
bays 5 and 6 as
shown in plan
(figure 3).

Figure 3
Ground Floor Plan

1

These numbers are used to describe Church End in the Listed Building description (see Appendix 3). The
street has since been renumbered with other dwellings in the road subsequently identified as 2 and 3
Church Street.
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History2
The Parish of Somerton lies along the east bank of the Cherwell about 16 miles north of
Oxford. The village itself is on the limestone escarpment rising up to the tableland which
forms the watershed between the Thames and the Ouse. The village has a number of
springs and rich water meadows along the river. From Domesday Book it is clear that the
village was settled in Saxon times, and its name shows that then as now the water
meadows provided summer pasture for the livestock kept on the tableland to the east.
Church Street would have been one of the main routes down to the water meadows and is
overlooked by a medieval preaching cross on the northern edge of the churchyard.
There are a number of house platforms west and south of the church and in the Middle
Ages the church was at the centre of a more compact village. The path now running south
from Church Street to Manor Farm along the south side of Church End was probably also
an important village track.
Somerton has always depended upon farming. During C16 - C18 the village formed part
of the estates of the Fermor family. For 100 years until 1919 it belonged to Lord Jersey.
The farms were all tenanted.
In 1765 at the time of the Enclosure of the village the main range along Church Street
was listed as Middle Farm. The adjacent cottage now no 1 Church Street did not exist.
Middle Farm was only allocated 95 acres, and in the course of the following century the
eight farms at the time of the enclosure were amalgamated to four. Middle Farm was
converted to two cottages.
The 1919 sale documents describe (Lot 18) “Three stone built and slated cottages” (ie
number 1 as well as numbers 2 and 3 Church Street) let to Mr T E Emberlin, Mrs Cato
and Mrs Gibbard at a combined yearly rent of £7.16s. Mr Emberlin was the tenant farmer
of Manor Farm and presumably used the cottage for one of his labourers. In the sale he
bought all three cottages for £250.
The range of barns extending south from the property along the side of the footpath were
taken down.
A lean-to structure was added along the south face of all three cottages in the middle of
the last century to provide basic sanitation. This lean-to structure still exists along the
south face of no 1 but was removed from Church End as part of the recent extension
works.
Miss Sybil Emberlin, Mr Emberlin‟s daughter and heir, sold all three cottages to Mr and
Mrs Mitchell, the present owner of number 1, in.1989. By then nos 2 and 3 had been
reamalgamated and were known as Plumb Cottage after the previous occupant, Miss Violet Plumb.
In 2002 Mr and Mrs Mitchell sold “Plumb Cottage, nos 2 and 3 Church Street”
with vacant possession to Ms Harriet Scaramella. She in turn sold it in 2004 to Ms Zoe
Fawcett-Eustace who carried out various works to the property before selling it in 2007 to
Mr and Mrs Eastwood, the present owners.
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Author B Eastwood
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Since then the owners have:
created access to the two lofts and boarded them for storage,
created a new window from the kitchen facing towards the church,
replaced the windows throughout the building,
removed the partition walls between the main front room and the kitchen and
between the front lobby and the smaller front room to the East, and
removed the lean-to structure on the south face of the main range and
incorporated the rebuilt outhouses beyond the courtyard into a new „garden room‟ with a
glass pyramid structure3.
Map evidence
Figure 4
Extract of James Jennings
1765 Inclosure Map
Scale approx. 1:1360
Stippling of the building
(rather than hatching)
probably indicates
farmhouse of “G” = Middle
Farm. See appendix 1.
Note large building at
Centre of plot

Figure 5
Extract OS County Series
1:2500 28016061
1st Edition 1881
Scale approx. 1:1360
© Crown Copyright and
Landmark Information Group
Limited, 2011. All rights
reserved
Large building (fig. 4) now
not present. Possibly new
building across plot (present
agricultural building) and
additional buildings beside
farm track
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The alterations done by the present owners since 2007 are herein referred to a the „recent building works‟
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Figure 6
Extract OS County Series
1:2500 28016062
1st Revision 1900
Scale approx. 1:1360
© Crown Copyright and
Landmark Information
Group
Limited, 2011. All rights
reserved
Buildings reduced beside
farm track.

Figure 7
Extract of Estate Map
1919
(ref. unknown)
Scale approx. 1:1360
.

Figure 8
Extract OS County Series
1:2500 28016063
2nd Revision 1922
Scale approx. 1:1360
© Crown Copyright and
Landmark Information Group
Limited, 2011. All rights
reserved
Range of buildings beside
farm track now removed.
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Detailed Description
Site
The site, including the neighbouring house (1 Church Street), has a small slope down to
the west rising at the churchyard boundary on the other side of the track. Levels drop
more rapidly down the track to the south and down Church Street to the west. The site
may have been levelled as, until recently, ground levels against the east and north walls
of 1 Church Street were over 1 metre above the present ground and internal floor levels.
The west wall of the
rear range aligns with
the farm track and
church yard boundary
wall to its west but
the west wall of the
main range is angled
such that the main
range causes the track
to narrow at its
junction with Church
Street.
Structure
Figure 9 Ground floor plan with farm track and opposite boundary wall
of churchyard.
The cottage is
constructed from mostly limestone rubble under grey slate ridged gabled roofs. There are
two brick ridge stacks on the main range, the east incorporating two flues from 1 Church
Street and at least one flue from Church End. The west stack has a stone base and a single
large flue. There are no stacks on the rear range.

Exterior
The north (front) façade is roughly
symmetrical with five windows and
a pair of central doors but the ground
floor windows are of different
proportions and the central window
is offset above the doors. Windows
and doors are below timber lintels,
some roughly chamfered. The
masonry comprises roughly coursed
limestone rubble incorporating
occasional squared and faced stones.
The west half of the façade includes
some larger masonry and some light
Figure 10 North elevation
brown marlstone. The coursing is not
continuous throughout. The junction with 1 Church Street has an indistinct and
interrupted vertical joint. There is possible indication that the eaves may have been raised
but again there are similar differences between the two halves of the building. There are
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freestone quoins around the west door (but not
the east door) and at the west corner, here
chamfered with a run-out just above ground floor
lintel level. A vertical straight joint leaning to the
west, between 94 and 80 cm from the west
corner, rises to the same height as the chamfer.
Quoins are present on the east side of the joint.
The west gable also comprises roughly coursed
limestone rubble but it is not of uniform
construction. An outstanding section, roughly
aligned with an internal fireplace, rises to first
floor level before blending in with the more
uniform upper gable wall. Within this
outstanding section the masonry varies with the
left half constructed from larger masonry than the
right. To the right of the outstanding section the
makeup is different again with large masonry
including marlstone and grey lias. Below this
section exposed foundation stones suggest an
earlier wall has been replaced by the present wall
as the foundation is aligned with the straight edge
at the west end of the north elevation (see above).
This earlier wall would have been parallel with
the churchyard boundary whereas the
present wall creates a narrowing of the
track at the road junction.
The west wall of the rear range is proud
of the gable wall and includes quoins at
its junction. Roughly coursed limestone
with generally larger masonry, some
roughly squared and faced. Three
windows, two below concrete lintels, one
of these a new opening inserted in the

Figure 11 West gable elevation

Figure 12 Exposed foundation stones, west wall

recent building works. A
large buttress extends from
the gable wall of the rear
wing. The gable wall is
rendered but shows
witnesses of removed
structures previously built
against it. The east wall is
also rendered.

Figure 13 South west elevation
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Figure 14 South wall of main range through a new glazed
roof over the courtyard. Vertical joint is in left glazed
panel.
Figure 15 (right). West blocked doorway
with rounded quoins on right jamb.

The south wall of the main range is rendered. The render was partly removed during
recent building works and the exposed masonry appeared to be of poor quality,
apparently heavily repaired and with erratic brick inserts. At first floor window level, at
the junction between the two halves of the main range a vertical joint separates poorly
coursed (west) and well coursed (east) limestone rubble walls. Two ground floor
doorways, the west one now blocked. Reportedly there are no quoins beneath the plaster
around the east doorway but large quoins were exposed around the east doorway4. The
quoins on the east jamb are curved with approx. 15cm radii. The east jambs are all
squared. Reused timber lintel over.
Interior - Ground Floor

Figure 16 Ground floor plan. For enlarged plans see appendix 2

The ground floor comprises two rooms, a stud partition, removed in recent building
works, previously divided bay 1 from the rear wing. Both front windows appear to have
had one of their splays filled, possibly to add support to the transverse beams over.
4

Description of walls beneath plaster: B. Eastwood
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Bays 1 & 2

Figure 17 Bay 1 viewed from bay 2, ceiling beam marking division.

Black and white floor tiles, possibly eighteenth or nineteenth-century, without any
significant wear pattern. In bay 2 timber lintels are exposed over two opposing blocked
doorways, possibly at either end of a cross-passage.

Figure 18 Underside of transverse beam between bays 1 and 2. Drawing: J. Hine

Figure 19 Detail of beam illustrated in figure 7. View at A from west.

Adjacent to this passage, between bays 1 and 2 is an un-chamfered transverse ceiling
beam with a grooved and mortised soffit (Figures 18 & 19). Six mortices are
asymmetrically positioned in the soffit. Four deep mortices with associated peg holes are
9

arranged 130cm and 70 cm apart (150cm and 95cm between centres). Two wider but
shallower mortices are between the closely spaced deep mortices. A narrow groove
approx. 1 cm wide x 2.5 cm occupies the rest of the soffit. Trestle saw marks5 without a
snap are present along the west face of the ceiling beam. The similarity of the saw marks
with those in the attic timbers above (see below) suggest both may be contemporary.
The arrangement of mortices and the beam‟s location adjacent to the cross-passage
suggests the beam may have been the top rail of a panelled wall, the groove possibly
holding thin panels and the deep mortices vertical studs. The wide, shallow mortices may
relate to narrow service doorways with the stud between possibly supporting door- heads.
This would be an unusual location for two doorways so the beam may be reused from
elsewhere. A single doorway below the two wide mortices would be extremely wide at
165cm. The distance between the widely spaced studs is also rather wide for single
panels although similar wide panels exist in Chalgrove Manor, in a hall dated to 1488,
(see Appendix 4).
In bay 1 a large fireplace with recently added jambs6 which reduce the span of the timber
bressumer over. Above, between chimney breast and ceiling, a girding beam with trestle
saw marks similar as on the transverse beam7 and cyma recta moulding, (Figure 20). The
south end of the beam is covered by a plastered corner pier but at the north end the
moulding returns as if to meet a similar beam, now removed, previously along north edge
of ceiling. A possible joint slot in the west beam, partly covered by the ceiling plaster,
aligns with the probable front edge of the removed north beam. The cyma mould is
common throughout the late medieval and early post medieval periods but a similar
moulding dated to 1528 is illustrated by Hewitt8 and similar examples, possibly dated to
1488, exist at Chalgrove Manor (see Appendix 4). There is no evidence for a moulded
beam against the transverse ceiling beam between bays 1 and 2 but the return of the
moulding on the west beam suggests the ceiling would have had similar moulded girding
beams on all four sides.

Figure 20
Girding beam bay 1 with return of moulding at north end.

5

Identified from approx. 45° saw cut angle
Photograph (figure 17) taken after the recent building works.
7
Described above, see figures 18 & 19
8
Hewitt (1980) Fig. 374, p.314
6
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Figure 21. Section of beam
in figure 20.
Drawing: J. Hine

Unfortunately it was not possible to inspect any ceiling joists.
The east wall of bay 2 has a softwood and plaster panelled partition which appears to
overlie a stud wall between bays 2 and 3.
Bays 3 and 4
In bay 3 modern stairs, inserted circa 2000 replace an earlier dog-leg staircase which rose
from adjacent to the south doorway west along the south wall.9 The new stairs expose
the partition wall between bays 2 and 3 from floor to first floor ceiling. The first floor
wall sits east of the ground floor wall and a slightly different angle. A horizontal timber is
exposed at first floor level. The different angles between upper and lower walls suggests
a jetty is improbable but rebuilding of the ground floor wall likely.
Bays 3 and 4 are divided only by a transverse ceiling beam. This is roughly hewn square
with small chamfers and simple run-outs where timber allows. The ceiling is higher than
in bays 1 and 2. On the east wall a curved and chamfered bressumer over a fireplace. On
its left a partially buried run-out suggest the fireplace has been partly infilled although,
judging from the run-outs, it would have been narrower than that in bay 1.
Rear range bays 5 & 6
The rear range contains no evidence of a fireplace. The east and south walls are thicker
than the west. Previous window opening in east wall with a single splay, the other splay
possibly filled due to an inserted doorway, now itself blocked. Adjacent in the south wall
a possible candle hole with un-splayed window opening beside.
Oral evidence suggests that until the 1990s a dog-leg stair rose from the north west
corner, parallel to the west wall. The small window in the west gable lit the stairs.10

9

Oral evidence, Linda Mitchell, previous resident of Church End.
Ibid..
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First Floor

Figure 22 First floor plan. For enlarged plan see Appendix 2

First floor ceilings have been raised throughout and the tie beams of roof trusses are
partially exposed.
In bays 3 and 4 the tie beam of truss C has been cut and removed between the principals.
Posts have been inserted below the truncated tie beam and a collar has been added at
ceiling level. Bolts and small square nuts join the assembly suggesting nineteenth or
twentieth-century work.
In bays 5 and 6 the ceiling is raised above purlin level. The purlins are partially squared
and reused with open, out of position joist mortices.
In bay 2 a diagonal joint in the floor boards marks position of stairs to the attic. The stairs
were removed in the 1990s.11

11

Ibid.
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Attics
Two unconnected attics over the main range. A low attic over the rear range accessed
from bay 1.
Bays 1 and 2
An unlit attic with structure exposed but first floor ceiling conceals lower section of
trusses, tie beams and wall plates. In the south west corner of bay 2 elm stud partitions
with, on their far side, oak laths with white lime plaster enclose a small space above the
removed attic stairway (see figure 25). This space houses the landing of a stair (now
removed) rising from the first floor to access a garret in bays 3 & 4.

Figure 23 Roof plan, bays 1 (left) and bay 2 (right), illustrated over ground floor plan.

Two pairs of purlins (20 x 10 cm) with curved windbraces (about 25mm thick) supported
by an off-centre open collar truss (truss A, figure 23), an east closed collar truss (truss B),
and west stone gable wall. Truss A is significantly out of parallel with truss B and the
gable wall. Truss B appears to be parallel with the line of the suspected earlier west wall
(see page 7 and figure 9). A square ridge beam (11 cm sq.) diamond set. Renewed
softwood rafters with felt roof lining. All other timbers are trestle sawn oak.12
Windbraces and purlins have snaps but those on the purlins are not central. There are no
snaps on the principal rafters. Purlins are trenched into truss A but rest on the back of (or
are slightly raised off) principals at truss B, supported by pegs below. Scratched
carpentry marks throughout but no assembly numbering, except for a single short chisel
12

Trestle sawing was identified by saw cuts at approximately 45°.
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cut “ I ” on the north side of truss B which was not on the adjacent collar. This is
therefore probably a not an assembly mark. No smoke blackening except on truss B.

Figure 24 Truss A from bay

1

Figure 25 Bay 2 with garret landing enclosure
and truss B beyond.

Wind braces are not a complete set. Dotted lines (figure 23) indicate where some
windbraces have been removed, evidenced from empty recesses or mortices. Where the
top of the windbraces meet the purlin they are stepped so the step rests against the
underside of the purlin. Beyond this they are thinned in section where they lap against the
top of the purlin, tapering from about 5mm thick to nothing. Iron nails secure this
tapering face to the top of the purlin; there are no pegs. This creates a very weak joint and
at least one of the existing windbraces was loose. The bottom of each windbrace rests in a
mortice in the principal rafter and on the inner top face of the purlin (where there is a
purlin). There are no pegs securing windbrace to the principal rafter. The windbraces
could therefore not operate under tension as there is nothing to stop them from pulling
out of the mortice. Because of the weak top joint they would have little effect in
compression. However, the roof does not appear to have racked. At the west stone gable
the surviving windbrace (south-west corner) is not secured to the lower purlin, suggesting
there may have been a truss, with mortices in its principal rafters similar to those at truss
A. However, there is no evidence of a timber truss buried in, or replaced by the stone
gable. At truss B, there is no evidence, either in the truss or the purlins to suggest there
were windbraces at the east end of the roof.
Truss A. Principal rafters 13cm wide x 30cm deep at collar narrowing to 20cm deep at
ridge. Ridge joint lapped and pegged. Curved collar 12cm wide x 15cm deep.
Truss B is closed with staves mortised to the underside of the collar and in a slot in the
collar‟s upper face. The upper face of the tie beam was inaccessible. Principals are 28cm
deep x 11cm. The collar is approx. 11cm square. At the principals the staves are nailed
with large head iron nails. Oak laths are nailed across the west face of staves and covered
with a mud plaster, flush with the principals and collar. The underside of the collar is
encrusted with partly crystallised smoke blackening. On the studs smoke blackening
appears to have seeped around the laths (visible where laths are missing) but not below
where the plaster is adhered, suggesting the infill plastering was present during the
smoke-blackening process.
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Figure 26. Detail of truss B from bay 2. Collar
with smoke blackening below.

Figure 27. Detail of truss B from bay 2. Lath
& plaster infill.

Plaster on oak laths is also attached to the east side of the truss but no laths are missing,
preventing detection of similar smoke blackening patterns. Below the collar is white
plaster on oak laths similar to that covering the garret stair landing. Lath and plaster also
fills the truss below the apex from both sides. Both faces of the staves lay back from the
faces of the truss to accommodate the lath and plaster, with the result that the truss is
displayed framing the plaster. A small amount of possible weathering was present on the
south east side of truss B but it did not appear significant enough to suggest this face of
the truss had been an external wall.

Figure 28. Truss B, viewed from east. Drawing: J. Hine. For full section see Appendix 2.

The landing providing access to the garret is now accessible only from bay 3. The lower
south purlin in bay 2 and part of the collar in truss B have been removed to allow access
through this space.
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Figure 29. Bay 3 from bay 4. Truss B with
garret landing beyond.

Figure 30. Truss B from Bay 3 with garret
landing beyond.

Bays 3 & 4
An unlit lath and plaster lined garret previously accessed from the stair rising into the
landing in bay 2 (see figures 29 & 30). White lime plaster on chestnut laths and lime
washed throughout with trusses and purlins partly exposed. Ceiled above the upper
purlins but a break in the east end of the ceiling permitted inspection of the space above.
White finish plaster infill to truss B was visible. No smoke blackening present anywhere
except on truss B. The east gable wall is partly stone but mainly of brick associated with
chimneys.
Two pairs of hewn and pit sawn oak purlins (20cm x 11cm) supported on truss B, a
central collar truss (truss C) and east gable wall. Purlins scarfed just east of truss B with a
long squinted overlaying abutment; no pegs visible. Redundant rafter peg holes. Common
rafters of pit sawn oak lapped and pegged in pairs without a ridge piece.
Truss C is parallel to truss B and has
principal rafters of pit saw oak 26.5cm
deep x 9.5cm wide. Lapped and pegged at
apex. Severed tie beam exposed in first
floor room below. Two removed collars.
Upper collar just below upper purlins cut at
principals with tenons (12cm deep x 2.5cm
wide) remaining pegged in the mortices.
Empty collar mortices 30cm high x 3.5cm
wide located just above the lower purlins.
Purlins are trenched into the principals. It is
unlikely that truss C had two collars and a
tie beam so the principals may be reused
from elsewhere.

Figure 31. Rafters and apex of truss C viewed
from bay 4, above ceiling. Plaster infill of
truss B visible beyond.

The difference between the laths suggests
the lining in bays 3 & 4 (chestnut laths) is later than the lining of the garret landing (oak
laths).
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Discussion
1) Evidence suggests the west gable wall has been rebuilt, at least partly, and that an
earlier wall aligned with the churchyard boundary.
 External protrusion of the wall around the hearth.
 Vertical joint in the north wall.
 Possible foundation stones near the south west corner of bay 1
 Possible alignment of the foundation stones and the vertical joint.
 Narrowing of the farm track towards the north.
 Alignment of truss B.
2) The lack of heating in the rear range suggests this was not constructed as a kitchen.
The possible candle hole suggests it may have had an agricultural use.
3) Cross-passage. Differing quoin arrangement around front doors suggests one or both
have been reconstructed, possibly when the building was divided into two dwellings (see
15 below). The approximate location of the front doors, the position and width of the
blocked rear door and the removed screen between bays 1 and 2 suggests there was a
cross-passage. The two front doorways probably replace a single doorway of similar
width to the blocked rear doorway. This is sufficiently wide for a cross-passage doorway.
The re-used lintel and difference in external jambs suggest the rear doorway has been
altered, the curved quoins to east possibly earlier than those to the east, however, the
difference may be due to proximity of the rear range.
4) The style of bay 1/2 roof suggests a
construction date within the fifteenth or
early sixteenth century. A similar roof, but
with slightly different semi-trenched purlin
arrangement, is present in Wysdom Hall,
Burford, dated to 155513.
Figure 32 Roof at Wysdom Hall,
Burford.

5) A windbraced roof is more commonly
associated with a timber framed gable
than one of stone, suggesting that the west wall may once have been timber framed. The
lack of any connection between the surviving south-west windbrace and the lower purlin
supports there having been a timber gable. However, the very poor fixing of all
windbraces suggests they had no structural function and therefore they may not have
been securely fastened at the west gable, held in place only by the masonry. The lack of
any windbraces at truss B may support this proposition. The alignment of truss A with the
stone gable (rather than truss B) suggests the stone gable and truss A may be
contemporary. On balance it seems most likely that the roof was constructed with the
stone gable wall, and not with a timber truss. The poor quality of the windbrace joints
suggests the windbraces may have served a display function, rather than a structural one.
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6) The style of bay 3/4 roof suggests a construction date within the late sixteenth or
seventeenth-century.
7) The differences in style and timber suggest neither truss A, truss B, or truss C are
contemporary with each other. Truss A appears contemporary with bay 1/2 roof as does
truss C with bay 3/4 roof. The connection of bay 2 purlins and the lack of associated
windbraces suggest truss B was already present when the roof of bay 2 was constructed.
The smoke blackening on truss B and the absence of smoke blackening in either of the
adjacent bays suggests this truss pre-dates both of the adjacent roofs. The presence of
smoke blacking beneath the laths on truss B suggests, a) the truss has not been dismantled
and reassembled and is therefore probably in its original location, and b) the plaster infill
was associated with earlier surrounding structures rather than the present building. The
smoke blackening, plaster infill and lack of significant weathering on either side of the
truss suggests it was possibly an internal truss, between an open hall and a chamber. The
style of the truss suggests it is not significantly earlier than bay 1/2 roof, perhaps
fifteenth-century itself.
8) The alignment of truss B with the suspected earlier west wall suggests the two features
may be from the same, earlier building than the present dwelling.
9) The contemporary association of bay 1/2 roof and the present west stone gable wall
which carries the flue to bay 1 hearth, and the lack of smoke blackening in the same roof,
suggests the hearth and roof are contemporary and therefore all part of the later structure.
10) The similarity of the trestle saw marks without snaps on bay 1/2 roof, the transverse
beam and the girding beam suggest these may all be contemporary. The lack of smoke
blackening on bay 1/2 roof supports it having been ceiled since construction.
11) Trestle sawn timbers in the roof and ceiling of bays 1 and 2 suggest these structures
date from before circa 150014
12) This suggests the fireplace and chimney also date from pre 1500. This would be an
unusual but not exceptional date for a chimney in a small dwelling.
13) Bay 1 girding beam. The return of the moulding along the north wall (figure 20)
suggests bay 1, and possibly bay 2, may
have had a fully plastered ceiling rather
than exposed joists when constructed. In
consideration of the possible fifteenthcentury date (11 above) this suggests the
building was of a higher status than one
would expect for a small domestic cottage
or farmhouse. A similar relatively high
Figure 33 Ceiling moulding,
Wysdom Hall, Burford.

14

It is suggested that the process of trestle sawing was used for box-hearted timbers between the twelfth
and fifteenth-centuries. Grenville, pp29-30.
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status ceiling, is found in Wysdom Hall, Burford, dated 155515.
14) Transverse beam. The arrangement and distance between the vertical studs and
consequential wide or double doorway is difficult to relate to domestic use. It may be
easier to associate this with a more public function for the adjacent bay 1 room, such as a
meeting room, particularly in view of the extravagant ceiling and early hearth. The
cottage‟s close proximity to the church raises the possibility this may have been
constructed as a „church-house‟ (see Appendix 5) rather than a purely domestic building.
The display nature of the roof (5 above) could support the first floor also having a more
public than domestic use. It may be that one of the southern of the two „service‟
doorways accessed a stair to the first floor, perhaps through a ceiling opening close to
that used by the stairs removed in the 1990s. The transverse beam may be reused from
elsewhere but without this evidence the display nature of the roof, the heated ground
floor room, the ornate ceiling, the size and location of a circa 1500 building suggest its
function may have been other than purely domestic.
15) Lining of attic bays 3 and 4 indicates they have been adapted as garret
accommodation. Oak laths in the lining suggest an early date for conversion of this space,
possibly in the seventeenth or early eighteenth-century. The cross-bay access suggests the
cottage was not then subdivided. The later lining of bay 3/4 attic suggests conversion in
the eighteenth or nineteenth-century. This possibly coincided with the conversion of the
earlier single front door into a double entrance with division of the building into two
dwellings, although there is no evidence linking the two events.
16) No evidence was found to determine a possible construction date for the now
removed stairs in the rear range and bay 5. The stairs rising from the rear range are
unlikely to be contemporary with bay 1/2 ceiling as the rear range was possibly in
agricultural use. This stair may have been added when the building was divided into two
dwellings and the rear wing converted from agricultural to domestic use. Bay 3 stairs
may therefore have been the earlier stair.
Conclusion
Church End is a complicated dwelling which belies its apparently seventeenth or
eighteenth-century exterior. Within are the substantial remains of a possibly late
fifteenth-century building, itself constructed around an earlier, possibly fifteenth-century
hall-house.
The early hall-house survives in at least part of the exterior south wall, left of a straight
joint at its west end, the foundations of the west wall and the central roof truss, truss B.
The cross-passage behind the present right front door may be a reflection of the early
building.
Late in the fifteenth-century, or early in the following century, the two west bays of the
house were rebuilt with a new chimney in a new west wall, a new windbraced roof and a
ceiled ground floor room with moulded girding beam, possibly separated from the crosspassage entry by a panelled partition, with an unusual doorway arrangement. Although
15
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not conclusive, this and other evidence suggests this building may have been constructed
as a church-house, associated with the adjacent medieval church. If not, it was probably a
lavishly decorated small domestic building, its status perhaps reflecting its close
proximity to the church.
In the sixteenth-century the remaining bays of the early house were rebuilt with a new
roof, chimney and fireplace.
In either the late sixteenth or early seventeenth-century additional accommodation was
created in the attic of bays 3 & 4.
Possibly in the late eighteenth or nineteenth-century the building was subdivided into two
dwellings, each with a new front doorway. Possibly at the same time the rear attached
agricultural building was converted to domestic use and a new stairway introduced there
to access the first floor of bays 1 and 2.
The two cottages were converted back to a single dwelling in the 1990s.
Further research
Bay 1/2 ground floor ceiling joists were not accessible during the survey. If contemporary
with the girding beam and transverse ceiling beam they may offer evidence relating to the
arrangement of the door(s) through the panelled partition and stairway access to the first
floor, and perhaps resolve whether Church End was once a church-house or a domestic
dwelling. Documentary research into any village church-house may also prove
worthwhile.
Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by member(s) of the Oxfordshire Buildings Record, a
voluntary organisation whose objectives are to advance education and promote research
on the buildings of Oxfordshire. Whereas every effort has been made to ensure its
accuracy, it is based only on evidence which was vis2011ible at the time of the recording.
The information and discussion contained in it is intended as a contribution to research,
and the OBR takes no responsibility for any other use to which it may be put. Advice
should always be sought from those professionally qualified to give it.
P. G. Clark,
Grove End Farm,
Henbrook Lane,
Upper Brailes,
Banbury, OX15 5BA
membership@OBR.org.uk
July 2011
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Appendix 1

Inclosure Map 1765 (Jennings)
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Appendix 2 Plans and section
Ground Floor Plan
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First Floor Plan
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Section at truss B viewed from east
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Appendix 3 Listed Building Description
List entry Number: 1225704
IoE Number: 422190
Location: 1,2 AND 3 CHURCH STREET (south side)
SOMERTON, CHERWELL, OXFORDSHIRE
Photographer: Mr Alistair F Nisbet
Date Photographed: 22 March 2002
Date listed: 26 February 1988
Date of last amendment: 26 February 1988
Grade II
SOMERTON CHURCH STREET SP42NE (South side) 2/78 Nos.1, 2 and 3 GV II
Farmhouse, now 3 cottages. C17 and C18 extended C20. Limestone rubble with wooden
lintels and some squared quoins; Welsh-slate roofs with stone-and-brick gable stacks. 3unit plan with rear wing, subdivided. 2 storeys. 3 bays to right of 5-window front have a
steep-pitched roof and represent the original main range; the adjoining doorways of
Nos.2 and 3 (the former an insertion) are flanked by casements of 2 and 4 lights, and at
first floor a 2-light casement remains between enlarged windows of 3 lights. The 2window section to left (No.1) was probably raised from a contemporary single-storey
bay, and has 2-light casements; it shares a 3-shaft stack with No.2. The right gable wall
of the range has been partly rebuilt at an early date, and it carries an ashlar based stack; it
returns to a short rear wing. C20 single-storey extensions to rear. Interior: Chamfered
beams. Included for group value.
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Appendix 4 Chalgrove Manor, Oxfordshire. NGR SU 630 968
Illustrations

Figure A4.1 Hall Ceiling.

Figure A4.2 Panelling in Hall.

Dendrochronology record.
Nottingham Tree-ring Dating Laboratory,
CHALGROVE, Chalgrove Manor, Oxfordshire. NGR: SU 630 968,
Building type: Manor House. Year sampled: 1999
Location
North wing
Central Hall
South wing roof

Dated/Sampled
2/6
5/8
5/6

Felling Dates/ranges
1447/68
1488
c.1505

Vernacular Architecture, Vol. 39, pp.108-111
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Appendix 5

Note on Church-Houses
D. Clark, Secretary, OBR

A building type which has probably not had the attention it deserves is the so-called
'church house' - a structure required for the holding of 'church ales' and other meetings,
usually in a large room on the first floor with a separate staircase. The other spaces would
have been for almsmen or priests, and there would have been a kitchen - with brewhouse
- in or near the building. 64 examples in various states of preservation have been recorded
in Devon (Copeland, G W. Devonshire Church-Houses. Trans. Dev. Assoc. 92 (1960)
pp.116-41, and six subsequent parts in later volumes). Nearer home, the 'courthouse' at
Long Crendon was probably a church house. The Court at Wigginton (Oxon) is another
example. They began to be built after the nave began to have seating installed and so it
could not be used for village events in the same way as before - and no doubt the use of
the nave for 'ales' - even though they were for church upkeep - went out of favour as
religion became less 'vernacular'. The ales were banned after the Reformation, but church
houses continued to be built until the end of the 16th century. Thereafter they appear as
'parish rooms', which were still needed for meetings etc.
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